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Extension of Leaves Absence for Certificated Personnel 

1. Extension to end of Semester  . When the ending date of a maximum leave falls 
during the last three months of any semester, the employee may request the 
extension of the leave to the end of the semester. 

2. Extension to Maximum  . Employees may request the extension of any type of 
leave to the maximum allowed for that type of leave. (See Guide on each type 
of leave for limits.) However, requests for such extension must be 
accompanied by the same verification as is required for the original leave. 

3. Extension as a different type of leave  . Employees may request an extension 
of any type of leave, as a different type of leave if they meet the 
requirements    of the new type of leave and if the time allowed for the 
original leave and the extensions does not exceed the combined maximum 
allowance for each of the leaves. The prior service requirement for the new 
type of leave may be met by the service immediately preceding the original 
leave. 

4. Extension beyond Maximum  . Employees may request the extension of a leave 
beyond the maximum allowed for that particular type of leave but such 
requests will be granted only upon the approval of the Chancellor. After 6 
consecutive (see below) semesters of leave, no more leaves will be granted 
except at the specific approval of the Chancellor or designee. The six 
semester maximum may be extended if service has been rendered as a 
substitute for two consecutive semesters of 130 days. 

5. Extension for Mandatory Leaves. 
   a. Military leave may be extended without limit. 

   b. Any leave may be extended as maternity, illness, or industrial accident 
until the end of the academic year. 

6. Definition of Consecutive. Any two successive leaves will be considered to 
be consecutive unless there is an active assignment between the two leaves 
of two full consecutive semesters (10 pay periods excluding summer session) 
during which the, employee has served 130 days as a non-substitute or 100 
days as a substitute. 

7. Requests for Extension. Requests for extension must be made at least two 
calendar months prior to the expiration of any leave of one semester or 
more. No leave can be written or extended beyond the expiration date of the 
credential or assignment. 


